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What is the meaning of "archy" used in "monarchy"?

charge  center ruling rank

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

How is "democracy" is divided into parts?

democ + racy demo + cracy de + mocracy dem + ocracy

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In which of the following words, is a prefix meaning "time" used?

cacography annex chromatic chronopher

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following words contains a prefix with the meaning of "form" or "shape"?

morphosis doctrine misogynist barometr

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of the word "lunar"?

a collection of books fairness of judgment

of or belonging to the moon taking place in every two years

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What does "mime" in "mimicry" mean?

close imitation innocence

the action of joining a component

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the best way of dividing "anthologist" into its parts?

anth + olog + ist an + tho + log + ist

antho + log + ist anthology + ist

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following items is a synonym of "choose"?

glypt lect amor jace

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of the prefix "cardio" used in the word "cardiograph"?

 liver kidney lung heart

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following prefixes has the meaning of "best'?

aristo geo dorso meso

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following words contains an item with the meaning of  "���4 5���"?

hibernate discredit auction decimate

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of the suffix "clast" observed in the word "biblioclast?

counting destroying increasing refusing

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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What is the meaning of "aur" which is used in "aural", "auricle" and "auricular"?

hand head ear forehead

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following words means "to oil or grease"?

lubricate litigate illuminate lumin

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of "graphy" in "stenography"?

dispute write throw act

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of "Helio" which is used in "heliophobous"?

moon star sun  galaxy

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

How "ambulance" is divided into its parts?

ambul + ance am + bu + lance ambu + lance amb + ulance

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following words contain a prefix meaning "nation"?

paleolithic functionary equirotal ethnomaniac

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following prefixes has the meaning of "bee"?

gno api crat func

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of the prefix "miso" used in "misogamy"?

taste liquid hatred stone

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of the word "accretion"?

continued growth liable to lapse

a line of travel journeying

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the meaning of "carni" used in the word "carnivorous"?

blood flesh skin bone

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In which of the following words, is a prefix meaning "good" used?

 

entomoid dactylology euphony soliloquy

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which number is represented by  the prefix "hepta" used in "heptaglot" and "heptasyllabic"?

six two four seven

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the best way for analyzing "polygonal"?

poly + go + nal poly + gon + al po + lygo + nal polygon + al

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Which of the following prefixes has the meaning of "<�*=/"?

 lign icon ennea cend

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of the word "ethos"?

  

character secret contest race

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following affixes has the meaning of "work"?

ferv histi urg avi

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What does the prefix "atmo" in "atmosphere" mean?

flame  vapour ash tear

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of "norm" in the word "abnormal"?

honest pure careful standard

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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